King of kings
Chapter 2502
“My attitude is clear, if I don’t like it, I don’t like it.”Ah Luo said resolutely, in fact, her inner impression
of omi was much, much better than before, at least, at the moment, looking at omi was no longer like
looking at a creature lower than herself, able to look at it as an equal.
Old Sang said, “Ah Luo, as you can see, Feng Lightning is so popular with girls now, the women who are
around him now are definitely willing to go out with Feng Lightning, if you hesitate, you’ll be lost.”
“Grandpa Sang, please don’t say that, I’m not like that kind of woman, I’ve said that your promise can’t
be fulfilled, if you don’t like it, you don’t like it, no matter how smart you are.”
“Ugh.”Lao Sang sighed.
omi had already listened to their conversation, in his ears.
omi clenched both fists and said inwardly, “I never thought that Miss Ah Luo would be so resolute,
with my performance today, at least it’s not so bad, and she, still, looks down on me so much.Hmph,
Miss Ah Luo, I will definitely make you regret that you took the initiative to say that you like me, while
I treat you, with disdain, definitely.”
omi felt like he had been humiliated by Ah Luo and swore inwardly.
Old Sang walked back to omi and said, “Don’t be discouraged, you’re so smart, one day, you’ll make Ah
Luo change his feelings for you.”
omi didn’t say anything.
“Master, I’m not going to continue with the banquet tonight.”
“Where are you going?You’ve won so many titles today, so many women waiting to be consoled
tonight, you really don’t take the opportunity to have a good time?If you’re good, I guarantee that you
can take away several of them tonight, hehe, you kid, a lot of flamboyance, other people can’t even be
envious.” Remember the website .kanshu8.net
“No.”
“What?It’s not that bad, is it?Not so much, you’re still so young, you should be in the prime of your
youth.I can tell you, the girls who can appear here are all sons and daughters of the God Emperor
family, not just a few drops of Hong Meng Liquid on the street outside.”
To be honest, omi also wanted to take a few girls from the God Emperor family to get high tonight, at
least omi was lonely after being away from home for many days.
“No, I’d better go cultivate and prepare for the Divine Martial Competition tomorrow.I heard that the
Divine Martial Competition is the most important thing.”
“Yes, the Divine Martial Competition’s monetary value is not comparable to how many Divine Brain
Divine Chess, maybe that’s why, Aro doesn’t feel much better about you winning the Divine Brain
Divine Chess.”

“Well, that’s good.By the way, Master, how is the Divine Martial Competition tomorrow?”
“The Divine Martial Competition is divided into four levels: lower god, middle god, upper god, and
divine king.Tomorrow a Cosmic Divine Pattern will appear, that Cosmic Divine Pattern is filled with
mysterious and inscrutable senses, everyone looks at the Cosmic Divine Pattern, whoever can enhance
it the more, the greater the potential is bound to be.The Cosmic Godline appeared once every 100
million years, and each appearance only lasted for a minute, how much could be sensed in a minute
depended on each person’s ability.In the past, the most powerful people could increase their divine
power by five or six horsepower every time the Cosmic Godprint appeared.Of course, the vast majority
of people are unable to increase even one horse.”Old Sang said.
“Cosmic Divine Pattern?”
“Yeah, that thing, who knows how it came out of nowhere, but in short, it’s deliberately stimulating us
to grow.”
“Okay, I understand.”omi suddenly thought of something that once existed in the mortal realm of the
Celestial World, there was also something called ‘Heavenly Light’, similar to the Cosmic Divine Pattern,
which also appeared somehow and could help one comprehend.
Perhaps, this kind of thing was innate.
Old Sang went on to say, “After observing the Cosmic Divine Pattern, everyone began to gold
Immortal Martial Arts fought, usually the same level free fight, each level has a champion.”
“Understood, thank you master.”
“Wind Lightning, listen to me, there’s really no need to cultivate, it’s only one night, can’t fix anything,
it’s better to relax yourself, grasping the Cosmic Divine Pattern tomorrow is the hard truth ah.”
omi nodded his head, “Okay, then listen to you, damn it, relax for a night.”
“Hehe, then I wish you a successful night.”
omi swept a glance at the scene, although he was ready to meet a girl for a night of merriment, omi
couldn’t just take anyone, at least someone who was still good looking.
At that moment, omi saw in front of him, there was a voluptuous woman with an excellent face.
In his heart, omi said, “If that woman is the one who asked me out, I would definitely be willing.”
Old Sang said, “That woman, is Liang Save’s granddaughter, if you are interested, go up and hook
up.However, I have to remind you that there are definitely quite a few people who want to hook up
with that woman.”
“Oh, if everyone goes by strength, why shouldn’t I.Just in case the hookup doesn’t work, will it cause
trouble for you?”
“Don’t worry, I, Old Sang, am at least one of the top ten God Emperors, out of the hundreds of God
Emperors in the main world, there aren’t many that are ranked in the top ten that I can’t dare to
offend.That woman’s grandfather Liang Save, a God Emperor who didn’t even enter the top 100.”

“Hehe, thanks to Old Sang for giving me courage.”omi took the wine and walked towards that
voluptuous woman.
This enchanting woman was much better looking than Miss Ah Luo, Miss Ah Luo, in all fairness, wasn’t
very beautiful, and her figure was completely incomparable to this enchanting woman.
omi walked step by step towards the enchanting woman.
However, before omi even walked up, he was preceded by a person.
That person, was a top-grade god.
“Miss Liang Xin, could you have a drink with me.”That top-grade god asked.
Liang Xin smiled flirtatiously and said, “Want to pick me up?”
“Haha, Miss Liang Xin is a famous beauty in the main world, I, Ji Nan, want to pick up, what’s so strange,
I’ve always heard that Miss Liang Xin has a high eye, and I don’t know, if I can enter your eyes.”
That Liang Xin, and that person called Ji Nan chatted, to be precise, Ji Nan was provoking Liang Xin.
That Liang Xin, although voluptuous and enchanting, didn’t seem to be that kind of random sub.
omi was standing a short distance away with his wine, not knowing what to do, and was pre-empted by
someone to accost him.
“Shit, should I go up there?”omi said depressingly, after all, that Ji Nan, was an upper-grade god.
omi was currently an inferior god, and he wasn’t qualified to snatch a woman from an superior god ah.
Most importantly, that Liang Xin, was also an Upper Grade God.
omi, an inferior god, went to pick up a superior god, I don’t know who gave omi the courage.
At this moment, not far away, Miss Ah Luo was also being provoked by a man.
“Ah Luo, how about a drink?”
“Arlo, time is long, how about we go see the moon together tonight?”
“Get out.”Ah Luo shouted, and the person who was provoking the man walked away without interest.
Ah Luo then saw omi and said in his heart, “Hmph, Wind Lightning, while trying to provoke Liang Core,
you still want to marry me, what a disgusting person, I will never like someone like you.”

